Community bank decision-makers are under great pressure to comply in multiple areas of the bank. Share your industry expertise and help them stand strong!

IB magazine has designed a special section for companies to highlight the benefits of their compliance services, address current challenges, and offer best practices on how banks can effectively meet deadlines and stay on top of the increasing regulatory demands.

Topics of Interest:

- Risk Management
- Regulation and Compliance Burden
- Technology and IT Security
- Increasing Interest/Lending
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Succession Planning
- Other — be proactive!

Suggestions for Structuring your Advertorial:

- Choose a topic of interest in which you have extensive knowledge.
- Present how this is impacting community banks and share your top tips, best practices, or case studies for addressing this issue.
- Highlight your strengths, benefits and core competencies and how bankers could benefit by working with you.
- Present your thought leadership and key examples. Include a headshot or quote.

BONUS: VALUE ADD YOU RECEIVE...

> Digital PDF of your Compliance Counsel advertorial to send out or host on your website
> Compliance Counsel promoted through IBmag eNews, sent to over 60k opt-in subscribers
> Link to section hosted on www.independentbanker.org for three months
Do You Know Where Your Data Is Stored?

All materials must be sent via e-mail to: that you move beyond With all of the storage options today, it is difficult to know where your NPI (Non Public Information) is maintained is not just a simple process of drawings, but also while it sits idle and encrypted not only when access is permitted, but also in other U.S. locations. This may expand your business moving to image processing the information, but also while is sits idle and encrypted when access is permitted. “Our methods simplify compliance around this, and too many to the brink of their push. Do you know where your data is stored? The bank now has a program that meets the bank’s processes and systems, and keeping regulatory changes and overseeing the compliance program is in its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. We eliminate the time consuming, tedious and costly process of drawing your risk assessments, policies and procedures. With all of the storage options today, it is difficult to know where your NPI (Non Public Information) is maintained is not just a simple process of drawings, but also while it sits idle and encrypted when access is permitted.

FIS™ can fully administer risk management and compliance programs for community banks. Or, we can assist the bank’s risk management or compliance department with management practices. FIS™ can administer a bank’s processes and systems, and keeping regulatory changes and overseeing the compliance program is in its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. It needed guidance, advice and enhancement of its program quickly and precisely without disruption. We eliminate the time consuming, tedious and costly process of drawing your risk assessments, policies and procedures. With all of the storage options today, it is difficult to know where your NPI (Non Public Information) is maintained is not just a simple process of drawings, but also while it sits idle and encrypted when access is permitted.


d—MARK DITTMAN, IBT CEO

Rachael Solomon with questions or to reserve your space at 612-336-9284 or Rachael@icbabanks.org.

October issue bonus distribution: ICBA’s Compliance Institute, ICBA Annual Board + Committee Meetings, ICBA Annual Bank Directors Conference, and ICBA’s Commercial Lending Institute.